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Abstract

Experimental tests have been completed which recorded the ability of two combination steady state and high response time varying Pitot probe designs to accurately measure steady stagnation pressure at a single location in a flow field. Tests were conducted of double-barreled and coannular Prati probes in a 3.5 in. diameter free jet probe calibration facility from Mach 0.1 to 0.9. Geometric symmetry and pitch (−40° to 40°) and yaw (0° to 40°) angle actuation were used to fully evaluate the probes. These tests revealed that the double-barreled configuration induced error in its steady state measurement at zero incidence that increased consistently with jet Mach number to 1.1 percent at Mach 0.9. For all Mach numbers, the double-barreled probe nulled at a pitch angle of approximately 7.0° and provided inconsistent measurements when yawed. The double-barreled probe provided adequate measurements via both its steady state and high response tubes (within ±0.15 percent accuracy) over unacceptable ranges of biased pitch and inconsistent yaw angles which varied with Mach number. By comparison, the coannular probe provided accurate measurements (at zero incidence) for all jet Mach numbers as well as over a flow angularity range which varied from ±26.0° at Mach 0.3 to ±14.0° at Mach 0.9. Based on these results, the Prati probe is established as the preferred design. Further experimental tests are recommended to document the frequency response characteristics of the Prati probe.

Nomenclature

M  Mach number
P  total pressure, psia
x  axial coordinate (origin located at the center of the free jet nozzle exit), inches
y  horizontal coordinate (perpendicular to free jet axis), inches
z  vertical coordinate (perpendicular to free jet axis), inches
α  pitch angle, degrees
β  yaw angle, degrees

Subscripts
jet  pertaining to Pitot probe measurements
plenum  pertaining to CE-12 plenum chamber, equivalent to station 1
t  total or stagnation conditions

I. Introduction

Among its responsibilities, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) is tasked with conducting aeronautics research and ensuring the widest practical dissemination of the results obtained. This necessarily includes air breathing propulsion systems, inlets, supporting and related technologies including instrumentation. One such development in need of attention is the use of double-barreled type combination Pitot pressure probes and the effect this practice can have on experimental test results so obtained. More specifically, the inaccuracy of this probe type became known through the completion of a series of ancillary instrumentation tests in support of a larger wind tunnel test program. The purpose of this paper is to
formally document these test results for the wider experimental research community and to provide an alternative configuration which NASA has successfully utilized for many years.

Pitot probes have been used for many decades to obtain measurements of the stagnation pressure within a fluid stream. However, their use for obtaining both its steady state and time varying (high response) components presents complications. The current practical inability of highly accurate pressure transducers to acquire data over a sufficient bandwidth of frequencies combined with the inability of high response transducers to measure pressure with sufficient accuracy and calibration stability have necessitated a compromise approach. In order to satisfy research requirements, both must often be utilized. To do so, combination Pitot pressure probes of various configurations have been designed which record simultaneous measurements at the same or very nearly the same flow field location. Depending upon the characteristics of the flow field being measured, these two measurements can be combined to provide more accurate, high response stagnation pressure data.

Obtaining accurate measurements of stagnation pressure is particularly important for inlet research. Total pressure recovery—computed from the measured stagnation pressure at a location in a flow and the free stream total pressure—is a key performance parameter. Subsonic Blended Wing Body (BWB) aircraft studies have determined that for an engine with a bypass ratio of 10 fed by a boundary layer ingesting inlet, each 1 percent loss in total pressure recovery results in a 1.9 percent loss in net thrust (Ref. 1). Accurate Pitot pressure measurements are also critically important for assessing and mitigating inlet distortion in such systems. For a supersonic High Speed Civil Transport (HSCT), each 1 percent reduction in total pressure recovery can reduce the net thrust of the engine by 1.4 percent and increase the aircraft design’s Maximum Take-Off Weight (MTOW) by nearly 5,000 lb (Ref. 2). Given the importance of inlet total pressure recovery to an aircraft’s performance, its value needs to be measured accurately. A typical requirement is that total pressure recovery measurements be made accurate to within ±0.1 percent.

The present work addresses two such probe configurations which are used to make these measurements. The first is known as a double-barreled or “shotgun” probe. This probe configuration utilizes two separate Pitot configured ports that are located immediately adjacent to—in fact, touching—one another. Use of the double-barreled probe assumes that the spatial distance between the centerlines of the two adjacent measurement tubes is small relative to the length scale of the flow features it is employed to measure. The second probe type is a coannular configuration known more specifically as the Prati probe after its creator, William Prati of the NASA Glenn Research Center (formerly NASA Lewis Research Center). The Prati probe utilizes a larger diameter tube to enclose both steady state and high response instrumentation—truly acquiring both measurements from the same location in the flow field. Introduced here, a more detailed description of these probes is included below as well as that of the facility which was used for their evaluation.

II. Apparatus and Test Procedure

A. The Double-Barreled Combination Pitot Probe

As mentioned above and depicted in Figure 1, the double-barreled probe consists of two tubes mounted immediately adjacent to one another. That is, the needed steady state and high response Pitot pressure measurements are made separately. Shown in this orientation, the smaller upper tube is usually 0.063 in. in outer diameter and is used to make the steady state pressure measurement. This tube is pneumatically routed out through the experiment and connected to a highly accurate facility steady state pressure transducer. The adjacent 0.090 in. diameter tube serves a dual purpose. It provides both a structural casing within which to mount a miniaturized high response pressure transducer and a conduit through which its wires are conveyed to facility high response data acquisition system electronics. The configuration shown in Figure 1 is also typical in that it does not contain any additional shielding for the dynamic pressure transducer against particulate damage other than the shield which is installed by the transducer’s manufacturer. Both tubes were internally chamfered at 30° (half angle) to the probe’s axis.
and had sharp leading edges. As was the case here, this is typically done to maximize the range of flow angles over which they are able to obtain accurate measurements.

For the present tests, a modified double-barreled probe was used. Three changes were made relative to the production configuration to facilitate these tests. First, the probe was constructed, but not mounted into a rake body as it normally would be. Instead, the probe was mounted between two clamping plates that were installed edge on vertically in the probe calibration facility as described in detail below. One of the plates was notched to accept the double-barrel probe without crimping or crushing it. The combined thickness of the two clamping plates with the probe between them was approximately 0.30 in. The leading edge of these thin plates was located 1.7 in. downstream of the probe tip so as not to affect the measurements being obtained. Second, the probe tip was meticulously inspected under magnification to insure that the opening of each tube was cut perpendicular to its respective tube axis, that the two tubes’ tips were aligned axially, that each tube was internally chamfered and that any burrs that may have been created at its leading edge during fabrication had been properly removed. In fact, it was noted that the leading edges of the tubes of the double-barreled probe used in the subject tests were cut slightly more perpendicular to their axes than a production probe that was used as a reference. The braze material that was used in mating the two tubes to form the probe tip was carefully kept multiple tube diameters downstream of the tubes’ leading edges to avoid any aerodynamic interaction. Thirdly, the high response transducer which normally would have been installed in the 0.090 in. diameter tube was purposefully omitted. Instead, the 0.090 in. diameter tube was connected to the same highly accurate steady state data acquisition system as was the 0.063 in. diameter steady state tube. In this way, the aerodynamic pressure measuring capability of the probe itself was evaluated and not obscured within the much less accurate error band of a high response pressure transducer.

B. The Coannular Combination Prati Probe

The coannular Prati probe features a multipart construction and is illustrated in Figure 2. It’s 0.142 in. diameter outer Pitot tube establishes a common flow stagnation zone within which both its steady state and high response measurements were obtained. Within the outer tube is an insert which holds and centers the high response pressure transducer and provides an electrical conduit that protects as it conveys the transducer wires out of the probe and into a 0.075 in. diameter tube which is routed outside of the experiment. Once clear of the free jet flow, the high response transducer wires were connected to the facility steady state and high response data acquisition system electronics. Located at the forward end of the high response pressure transducer holder is a shield which can be seen in the front view provided in Figure 2. Both the steady state and high response measurements are acquired from behind this shield. Pressure path openings have been included around the periphery of the shield for this purpose. The cross sectional area of these pressure paths was made to be much greater than that of the sensing holes in the manufacturer’s own integral transducer shield thereby ensuring only a negligible reduction of the resultant configuration’s frequency response. Steady state measurement is made by way of a pressure path which is routed between the high response transducer holder and the outer Pitot tube. Downstream of the high response transducer, stagnation pressure is pneumatically transmitted out of the probe tip and experiment through a 0.063 in. diameter tube which is connected to a highly accurate steady state pressure transducer. Like the double-barreled probe, the Prati probe tip is internally chamfered to maintain its accuracy in the presence of flow angularity.

The Prati probe used for the present experiment was of typical construction. However, like the double-barreled probe, it was tested as a single probe tip, clamped between two plates—one of which was notched. Owing to the larger diameter of the Prati probe (0.142 versus 0.090 in. diameter), the total thickness of the two plates with the Prati probe sandwiched between them was approximately 0.35 in. The plates were located approximately 1.7 in. downstream of the Prati probe’s tip so as to not affect the measurements being made. It was also inspected carefully under magnification to verify that it was in the proper configuration. The opening of the main tube was perpendicular to its axis, was internally chamfered and devoid of any burrs. One difference between the approaches taken to evaluate the Prati and double-barreled probes was
that the Prati probe had a high response transducer mounted in its intended location. Given that both the steady state and high response pressures are measured from the same flow stagnation zone, it was felt that leaving the high response transducer in place would not detract from the value of the experiment and may be used for any subsequent tests to document the high frequency performance of the probes. Steady state pressure was measured by this transducer in that its steady state or Direct Current (DC) component was recorded by the steady state data acquisition system. Further details of this arrangement are provided in the facility description and test procedure sections below.

C. The NASA Glenn Free Jet Probe Calibration Facility

Tests were conducted in the probe calibration laboratory located in test cell CE-12 at the Glenn Research Center at Lewis Field (Refs. 3 to 5). More specifically, the lab’s 3.5 in. diameter free jet probe calibration rig was used for the experimental evaluation of the two probes. Shown in Figure 3, the rig consists of continuous supplies of air flow at tiered pressure levels, a plenum tank, free jet nozzle and probe actuation system. The free jet is exhausted into the CE-12 facility and vented to atmosphere through ceiling vents. Facility and probe control and data acquisition systems are provided by way of a nearby control room which services a number of test cells.

As mentioned above, the CE-12 free jet rig is supplied by high pressure air sources including the 40 psig air source used for the present experiments. This air is provided by a central air supply service to the rig’s 29.2 in. diameter plenum tank through an 8 in. diameter air line. Two valves, a 6 in. main ball valve and a 1.5 in. bypass globe valve are used to throttle down and control the air flow to the desired plenum stagnation pressure. The plenum tank is fitted with two perforated plates, one honeycomb section and four turbulence reduction screens which insure free jet flow quality. The free jet is circular in shape and is generated by a subsonic nozzle whose exit is 3.5 in. in diameter. The nozzle contour is elliptical with a semi-major axis of 15 in. and a semi-minor axis of 6 in. As documented for a probe calibration test program (Ref. 5), typical axial locations from the nozzle exit where calibrations can be completed include 2.5 and 5.0 in. Over this range of axial stations, the working diameter of the jet is slightly less than 2.0 in. in diameter. The axial station at which measurements were made for the present effort was 5.4 in.

Also shown in Figure 2 is the CE-12 high-accuracy pitch-yaw actuator system, which consists of an 8 in. diameter rotary pitch table mounted on a 12 in. diameter rotary yaw table. The 8 in. tables lies in the (x, z) pitch plane and the 12 in. table lies in the (x, y) yaw plane. Stepper motors fitted with optical feedback encoders drive the rotary tables to the desired combination of pitch and yaw angle. Probes are aligned with respect to the jet axis centerline using the CE-12 alignment fixture, which partially consists of a flange that attaches to the free jet nozzle exit. Precision squares of varying sizes are rigidly fastened to this flange in either the pitch (x, z) or yaw (x, y) planes. Probes are aligned with the free jet axis centerline through parallel alignment of the probe shaft with the edges of the squares within an associated tolerance of ±0.05°. The positioning accuracies of the 8 and 12 in. tables are ±0.02° and ±0.01°, respectively (Ref. 5).

The CE-12 calibration facility is kept equipped with up-to-date standard NASA Glenn instrumentation and data acquisition systems. At the time of the probe tests, these included the Escort D+ multichannel data acquisition system, Pressure Systems Incorporated (PSI) Model 780B Electronically Scanned Pressure (ESP) system, Probe Actuation and Control System (PACS) and MassComp high response digital data acquisition system. More specifically, the ESP system utilized a 32 channel 10 psid pressure transducer module to acquire the steady state double-barreled and Prati probe measurements. The accuracy of each channel of this 10 psid module was ±0.020 psi. Steady state measurements were obtained by sampling the ESP data at 1 sample per second for 20 sec and averaging the result. A root mean square error analysis of the accuracy of the 10 psid module specifications revealed that the ±0.1 percent total pressure recovery accuracy requirement could only be determined conclusively when the free jet was operated at a Mach number at or above 0.59. Therefore, the accuracy benchmark for the results reported herein was relaxed to ±0.15 percent which was achievable at all test conditions. Were these tests conducted after the facility was upgraded to its present ESP Model 8400 steady state data acquisition system, the test results could have been assessed against the ±0.1 percent requirement at all conditions.
The steady state or DC component of the pressure measured by the Kulite transducer installed in the Prati probe was recorded by Escort, but not until after it had been processed by the facility dynamic data acquisition system. Before reaching Escort, the Kulite's signal was amplified using a Preston Amplifier and subsequently processed through a TSI Incorporated Integrated Filter and Amplifier 100 (IFA 100) signal conditioner which provided the needed anti-alias filtering and amplification of the signal. The Escort system then sampled and averaged the result in the same way as for the steady state data—each steady state (DC component) reading being the average of twenty samples acquired at a rate of one sample per second for 20 sec. Limited high response data was also recorded digitally at a sampling rate of 10 kHz from the Prati probe Kulite pressure transducer following anti-alias filtering of the data at 2 kHz and application of a twelve bit analog-to-digital converter. However, this data is not reported as it was only recorded for the Prati probe. With this exception, the data from both probes were sampled in the same way by the same data acquisition systems.

D. Test Procedure

While the test procedure for the probes’ evaluation was relatively simple, a few points need to be made. As shown in Figure 3, the axes of the rotating pitch and yaw tables were positioned to intersect with the axis of the free jet. Therefore, the initial installation of each of the probes (tested separately) with their tips very near the jet axis in the core flow insures that they always remained there regardless of their angular orientation. The tips of the probes were maintained in the calibrated core flow of the jet. As described in Section C, the pitch table was attached to and rotated with the yaw table. This being so, both positive and negative pitch angles could be set without difficulty. However, only positive yaw angles were tested due to the need to keep the pitch table out of and to otherwise prevent any interference with the free jet. To accommodate this requirement, the probes’ symmetry plane was aligned parallel to the yaw table’s axis so that negative yaw testing was not required. Initially, each probe was positioned at pitch and yaw angles of 0.0° and the free jet Mach number varied from 0.1 to 0.9. Once data acquisition at these conditions was complete, tests were conducted over a matrix of pitch and yaw angles at fixed free jet set point Mach numbers of 0.3, 0.6, and 0.9. Repeat data was acquired at each of these test conditions through both increasing and decreasing sequences of Mach number and angles of attack and yaw.

III. Results and Discussion

Both probes were subjected to the same sequences of tests including increasing and decreasing repeats with only slight variations. These variations consist of the use of a smaller, but still adequate, maximum yaw angle limit (30° versus 40° for the Prati probe) to avoid physical contact between the probe support attachment to the pitch table and the facility nozzle and higher density Mach number data having been recorded for the Prati probe configuration at zero incidence. Neither of these occurrences detracts from nor changes the conclusions of this work. Therefore, advantage is taken of this approach to facilitate discussion and enable cross-comparisons between the results obtained. The results from each probe are presented and discussed in the order tested beginning with the double-barreled probe.

A. The Double-Barreled Combination Probe

The double-barreled probe was first fixed at zero angles of both attack and yaw and evaluated at free jet Mach numbers of 0.3, 0.6, and 0.9. The results from these tests are given in Figure 4. In terms of free jet stagnation pressure normalized by the tank pressure, the measurements show that the probe’s 0.090 in. diameter high response tube recorded the correct plenum tank measured value within the benchmark ±0.15 percent tolerance at all three jet Mach numbers. However, the value measured by the smaller 0.063 in. diameter steady state tube was markedly lower. In fact, it consistently and increasingly under-recorded the free jet stagnation pressure with increasing Mach number. As shown in Figure 4, the error recorded by this probe reached 1.1 percent at Mach 0.9—over seven times the allowable error. As a
result, an instrumentation check was done wherein the tubing was switched between the two ESP transducers used to measure the pressures and the test repeated. The results of that and further data system checks determined that the data acquisition system was not in error. Regardless of which ESP transducer was used, the smaller 0.063 in. diameter tube sensed the same lower pressures.

Next, the free jet Mach number was set at 0.3 and the double-barreled probe's pitch angle varied between –40° and 40°. The results of these tests are provided in Figure 5. These data show that the cause of the errant steady state measurements was the asymmetry of the double-barreled probe—the different diameters of its two tubes. This asymmetry in the probe's yaw plane caused the different measurements when the probe was actuated in pitch. At zero incidence, the flow stagnated in the larger 0.090 in. diameter tube while indications are that it prevented the flow from doing so in the smaller 0.063 in. diameter tube. This explanation is consistent with the data which show continuous ranges of pressure recovery over which each tube measures the correct value but where neither are symmetric about either 0° of pitch or each other. Each tube is more accurate when it is forward of the other. In fact, this effect balanced out and the double-barreled probe nulled (e.g., both tubes read the same pressure) at a pitch angle of approximately 7.0°. It is further noted that the extent of the range of pitch angularity over which the 0.090 in. diameter tube recorded the correct value of stagnation pressure was larger than the range for the 0.063 in. diameter tube—a further indicator that it tended to dominate the flow about the combined double-barreled probe’s tip. Linearly interpolating the data, the 0.090 in. tube adequately measured stagnation pressure over a pitch angle range (quoted to the nearest half degree) from –28.0° and 13.5° whereas the 0.063 in. tube range was 1.0° to 30.0°. Together, both tubes were accurate over the pitch range from 1.0° to 13.5°.

Free jet tests at Mach 0.3 which varied the probe yaw orientation while holding its pitch angle constant at 0° provided additional insight. As illustrated in Figure 6, the flow stagnated in the 0.090 in. diameter tube more than the 0.063 in. diameter tube for all yaw angles up to and including 30° of yaw. However, a notable change occurred at 15° where the smaller tube’s measurement abruptly increased. This increase was recorded during both the increasing and decreasing yaw angle surveys. Although the smaller tube’s pressure subsequently partially decreased, it remained consistently closer to the 0.090 in. tube measured value through the maximum value of yaw tested. This is likely due to an aerodynamic interaction between the probes’ tubes. Given the probe’s symmetry in its pitch plane, similar results are expected if tests had been conducted over the same range of negative yaw angles. Assuming symmetry, the yaw angularity range over which the 0.090 in. tube adequately measured stagnation pressure was from –27.0° to 27.0°. For comparison, the corresponding range for the 0.063 in. tube was 12.0° to 18.5°. Therefore, both probes accurately measured pressure only over the range of angles where there seems to have been a flow interaction—from 12.0° to 18.5°.

Completion of the same pitch and yaw test matrix at a free jet Mach number of 0.6 yielded results similar to those at Mach 0.3. These data are given in Figures 7 and 8, respectively. Again, the double-barreled probe nulled at 7.0° of pitch. However, the range of angles over which the probe tubes were accurate—in both pitch and yaw—was reduced. In pitch, the 0.090 in. tube was accurate from –22.0° to 8.0° while the 0.063 in. tube was accurate from 6.0° to 25°. Together, both tubes were only accurate for pitch angles from 6.0° to 8.0°. When yawed at Mach 0.6, the same apparent tube interaction occurred but was first detected at 10°—less than the 15° that was the case at Mach 0.3. In yaw, the 0.090 in. tube was accurate from (again by symmetry) –20.5° to 20.5°. The 0.063 in. tube did not accurately measure stagnation pressure at any yaw angle. Therefore, no range of yaw angles existed where both tubes provided accurate measurements.

The further increase in free jet Mach number to 0.90 resulted in further degradation of what little measurement capability the double-barreled probe retained. These double-barreled pitch and yaw flow angularity test data are provided in Figures 9 and 10, respectively. Again, the probe nulled at a pitch angle of 7.0°. The range of pitch angles over which the 0.090 in. tube was accurate was further reduced to from –20.0° to 7.0°. The corresponding pitch range for the 0.063 in. tube was from 7.5° to 24.0°. Together,
both tubes weren’t accurate for any pitch angles. When the probe was yawed at Mach 0.9, the onset of the tube interaction was first detected at 15°—returning to the same value as for the Mach 0.3 case. This may be due to nonlinear effects of some kind—possibly a combined effect of Mach number and Reynolds number. Regardless, this is not a desired property for instrumentation to have. In yaw, the 0.090 in. tube was accurate from (assuming symmetry) –19.0° to 19.0°. Again, the 0.063 in. tube did not accurately measure stagnation pressure at any yaw angle. As was the case at Mach 0.6, no range of yaw angles existed over which both tubes provided accurate measurements.

B. The Coannular Prati Combination Pressure Probe

As mentioned above, tests of the coannular Prati probe configuration were completed according to very nearly the same test matrix as were the double-barreled probes. First, the free jet Mach number was varied from 0.10 to 0.90 in finer 0.10 Mach number increments while the Prati probe was held fixed at 0.0° in both pitch and yaw. These data are presented in Figure 11. Clearly, the steady state measurement of stagnation pressure ratio varies much less than the double-barreled probe, remaining within the benchmark ±0.15 percent accuracy throughout the entire Mach range. These results are consistent with the measurement having been taken from within a single Pitot tube. An extremely slight reduction in the steady state measurement with increasing Mach number may be due to increased losses between the last plenum-mounted flow conditioning device and the nozzle free jet measurement plane. Some initial DC offset and subsequent drift were recorded by the high response transducer which went out of and back into the desired steady state range of accuracy. However, this variation is well within the specified accuracy limits of the typical high response transducer used for these tests which at ±0.2 psi are ten times less accurate than the 10 psid modules of the ESP 780B system. As such, this error is attributed to the high response transducer and not the probe itself.

At a free jet Mach number of 0.3, separate pitch and yaw excursion tests were conducted over the same range of pitch (–40° to 40°) and the full range of yaw (0° to 40°) angles. These results are provided in Figures 12 and 13, respectively. The first observation made is that the results are very nearly identical. This is further confirmed by linearly interpolating the ranges of pitch and yaw over which the Prati probe remains within the benchmark ±0.15 percent of free jet plenum pressure accuracy criterion. Relying only on the steady state measurement, this range—from –26° to 26°—is the same for both pitch and yaw. At higher values of both angles, the error between the steady state and the DC component of the high response transducer’s signal appears to narrow. This may be due to the pneumatic filtering which only occurs in the steady state pressure line between its measurement in the probe tip and its associated ESP steady state transducer.

Similar tests conducted at a free jet Mach number of 0.6 yielded the data (in pitch and yaw) presented in Figures 14 and 15. These data are also very similar. Again, the ranges of pitch and yaw angle over which the coannular probe remains accurate were determined to be close—both rounding to from –18.0° to 18.0°. As was the case with the double-barreled probe, the range of angles over which the Prati probe’s measurements remain accurate decreased with increasing Mach number. For the Prati probe, this decreased from ±26.0° at Mach 0.3 to ±18.0° at Mach 0.6. The initial DC offset and subsequent calibration drift of the high response transducer appears meaningfully reduced in Figures 14 and 15 relative to Figures 12 and 13, respectively. This is due to the fixed transducer error becoming a smaller percentage of the higher free jet total pressure required to achieve the Mach 0.6 test conditions.

At the maximum free jet Mach number of 0.9, the results of the flow angularity excursion tests of the Prati probe continued the trend established by the Mach 0.3 and 0.6 data. These Mach 0.9 data are depicted in Figures 16 and 17. Except for very small differences at the combination of this highest Mach number and the largest angles, the performance of the probe remained independent of whether it was actuated in pitch or yaw. The ranges of accurate working angles of the probe (again, quoted to the nearest half degree) were further reduced to between –14.0 to 14.0 in pitch and –14.5 to 14.5 in yaw, but are still considered adequate. Throughout all of the tests, no influence of the mounting fixture or clamping plates
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on the measurements obtained was observed. Given the common mounting hardware employed for both 
probe types, these results give assurance that there was no measurable interaction between the experiment 
hardware and the free jet and thereby cross validate and establish the results obtained.

IV. Summary and Conclusions

A series of instrumentation tests were completed at steady state conditions in NASA Glenn’s 3.5 in. 
diameter free jet probe calibration facility which had as their goal evaluating the performance of two 
combination steady state and high response Pitot probes—the double-barreled and coannular Prati probes. 
Overall, the usefulness of the double-barreled probe proved to be quite limited. While simpler and more economical to fabricate, its construction from two different sized tubes mounted immediately adjacent to one another formed an asymmetric configuration which biased the measurements it obtained. This error exceeded the relaxed accuracy benchmark of ±0.15 percent for either or both of the steady state and high response tube measurements over most of the conditions tested. With the double-barreled probe fixed at zero incidence, the error was 0.2 percent at Mach 0.3 and increased consistently to 1.1 percent at Mach 0.9. A limited zone of biased flow angularity was measured over a portion of the tests’ Mach range within which both tubes accurately sensed Pitot pressure. However, double-barreled probe measurements may only be realistically valid for a small range of Mach numbers less than 0.3.

When fixed at zero incidence, the Prati probe measured stagnation pressure to within the required 
tolerance at all free jet Mach numbers. The Prati probe also provided accurate readings over more than adequate ranges of flow angularity at all Mach numbers. These ranges decreased from ±26.0° at Mach 0.3° to ±18.0° at Mach 0.6 and finally ±14.0° at Mach 0.9. Typical aircraft inlet performance evaluation requires these higher accuracies and therefore the coannular Prati probe should be used whenever possible.

V. Recommended Future Work

Although a high response pressure transducer was installed in the Prati probe for these tests and some 
data was recorded, an up-to-date documentation of its frequency response characteristics is recommended. 
Such a test would require the establishment of a controllable and calibrated, dynamically fluctuating (i.e., capable of generating a useful and robust standing wave) pressure environment across a sufficient range of combined amplitude and frequency to prove the Prati probe’s frequency response characteristics. Possible configurations might include a flip flop nozzle, use of stereo speaker drivers (as has been used to generate low amplitude pressure oscillations in the past) and/or a Helmholtz resonator as excitation devices with an associated open and unshielded control probe stationed nearby.
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Figure 1.—The Double-Barreled Combination Steady State and High Response Pitot Probe Configuration.

Figure 2.—The Coannular Prati Combination Steady State and High Response Pitot Probe Configuration.
Figure 3.—Typical Probe Installation in the NASA 3.5 in. Diameter Free Jet Calibration Facility (CE-12). (Pitch and Yaw Rotary Tables Shown, Coordinate Axes are Displaced From Their Jet Exit Origin).

Figure 4.—Effect of Free Jet Mach Number on the Accuracy of Double-Barreled Combination Pitot Probe Measurement of Stagnation Pressure Ratio.
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Figure 5.—Effect of Pitch Angle on the Accuracy of Double-Barreled Combination Pitot Pressure Probe Measurements of Stagnation Pressure Ratio at $M_{jet} = 0.3$.

Figure 6.—Effect of Yaw Angle on the Accuracy of Double-Barreled Combination Pitot Pressure Probe Measurements of Stagnation Pressure Ratio at $M_{jet} = 0.3$. 
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Figure 7.—Effect of Pitch Angle on the Accuracy of Double-Barreled Combination Pitot Pressure Probe Measurements of Stagnation Pressure Ratio at $M_{jet} = 0.6$.

Figure 8.—Effect of Yaw Angle on the Accuracy of Double-Barreled Combination Pitot Pressure Probe Measurements of Stagnation Pressure Ratio at $M_{jet} = 0.6$. 
Figure 9.—Effect of Pitch Angle on the Accuracy of Double-Barreled Combination Pitot Pressure Probe Measurements of Stagnation Pressure Ratio at $M_{jet} = 0.9$.

Figure 10.—Effect of Yaw Angle on the Accuracy of Double-Barreled Combination Pitot Pressure Probe Measurements of Stagnation Pressure Ratio at $M_{jet} = 0.9$.  
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Figure 11.—Effect of Free Jet Mach Number on the Accuracy of Prati Combination Pitot Pressure Probe Measurements of Stagnation Pressure Ratio.

Figure 12.—Effect of Pitch Angle on the Accuracy of Prati Combination Pitot Pressure Probe Measurements of Stagnation Pressure Ratio at $M_{\text{jet}} = 0.3$.
Figure 13.—Effect of Yaw Angle on the Accuracy of Prati Combination Pitot Pressure Probe Measurements of Stagnation Pressure Ratio at $M_{\text{jet}} = 0.3$.

Figure 14.—Effect of Pitch Angle on the Accuracy of Prati Combination Pitot Pressure Probe Measurements of Stagnation Pressure Ratio at $M_{\text{jet}} = 0.8$. 
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Figure 15.—Effect of Yaw Angle on the Accuracy of Prati Combination Pitot Pressure Probe Measurements of Stagnation Pressure Ratio at $M_{\text{jet}} = 0.6$.

Figure 16.—Effect of Pitch Angle on the Accuracy of Prati Combination Pitot Pressure Probe Measurements of Stagnation Pressure Ratio at $M_{\text{jet}} = 0.9$.
Figure 17.—Effect of Yaw Angle on the Accuracy of Prati Combination Pitot Pressure Probe Measurements of Stagnation Pressure Ratio at $M_{\text{jet}} = 0.9$. 
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An Experimental Evaluation of the Performance of Two Combination Pitot Pressure Probes

Experimental tests have been completed which recorded the ability of two combination steady state and high response time varying Pitot probe designs to accurately measure steady stagnation pressure at a single location in a flow field. Tests were conducted of double-barreled and coannular Prati probes in a 3.5 in. diameter free jet probe calibration facility from Mach 0.1 to 0.9. Geometric symmetry and pitch (-40° to 40°) and yaw (0° to 40°) angle actuation were used to fully evaluate the probes. These tests revealed that the double-barreled configuration induced error in its steady state measurement at zero incidence that increased consistently with jet Mach number to 1.1 percent at Mach 0.9. For all Mach numbers, the double-barreled probe nulled at a pitch angle of approximately 7.0° and provided inconsistent measurements when yawed. The double-barreled probe provided adequate measurements via both its steady state and high response tubes (within ±0.15 percent accuracy) over unacceptable ranges of biased pitch and inconsistent yaw angles which varied with Mach number. By comparison, the coannular probe provided accurate measurements (at zero incidence) for all jet Mach numbers as well as over a flow angularity range which varied from ±26.0° at Mach 0.3° to ±14.0° at Mach 0.9. Based on these results, the Prati probe is established as the preferred design. Further experimental tests are recommended to document the frequency response characteristics of the Prati probe.
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